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Regulatory Agency
Regulation Name or System Name

Compliance Dates

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Food
and Drug Administration (US FDA)
The Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA), which is Title II of
the Drug Quality and Security Act (DQSA), and which
amended the Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act (FD&C) of the
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
January 1, 2015: All members of the supply chain must be
licensed and must investigate suspect product
May 1, 2015: Manufacturers, wholesale distributors and
repackagers must being passing, receiving and storing
transaction information on every change of ownership;
March 1, 2016: Dispensers must begin passing, receiving and
storing transaction information on every change of ownership;
November 27, 2017: Manufacturers must begin applying a
new “product identifier”, composed of a Datamatrix barcode
with NDC, serial number, lot and expiry on all drug packages,
and either a Datamatrix or linear barcode with NDC, serial
number, lot and expiry on all homogeneous cases.
Manufacturers must begin providing their transaction data in
electronic form only (except to individual practitioners), and
they must begin offering a drug verification service.
In a draft compliance policy statement, the FDA announced
that this requirement will not be enforced for one year,
thereby making the new serialization deadline for
manufacturers November 27, 2018.
November 27, 2018: Repackagers must begin applying the
same “product identifier” to all drug packages and cases as
above;
November 27, 2019: Wholesale distributors may only buy and
sell drugs that have been marked by the manufacturer or
repackager with the new “product identifier”, they must
follow more stringent returns requirements, including
verification using the serial number of all saleable returns, and
they must begin verifying suspect product using the serial
number.
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In a draft compliance policy statement, the FDA announced
that the wholesaler returns verification requirement will not be
enforced for one year, thereby making the new serialization
deadline for this requirement November 27, 2020. The original
date applies for all other wholesaler requirements.
Because of the draft compliance policy issued by the FDA for
manufacturers, the FDA will only enforce the new date for
drugs that were serialized and introduced into the supply
chain before November 27, 2017 or after November 26, 2018.
Drugs introduced to the supply chain by the manufacturer
(the date they were packaged) between those dates will not
require serialization at the wholesaler. Wholesalers must retain
documentation that shows when the drugs were packaged
by the manufacturer. According to the FDA’s draft guidance
on Grandfathering, this can be as simple as relying on the
truthfulness of the Transaction Statement received from the
manufacturer.
November 27, 2020: Dispensers may only buy and sell drugs
that have been marked by the manufacturer or repackager
with the new “product identifier”, and they must begin
verifying 10% of all suspect product using the serial number.
Like the wholesalers, the FDA will only enforce this date for the
same conditions spelled about above;
November 27, 2023: All members of the supply chain must
begin following new requirements known as Enhanced Drug
Distribution Security (EDDS). Many of the characteristics and
requirements of the EDDS will have to be defined by the FDA
between 2020 and 2021
Applies to

Drug manufacturers, repackagers, wholesale distributors, and
dispensers. “Dispensers” include any company that is
authorized to dispense or administer prescription drugs to
patients. Third-party logistics providers also have new
requirements.

Unit-level Packaging (“units of sale”)
Barcode Symbology
Barcode Contents

2-dimentional data matrix
The machine-readable portion of the “product identifier”
consisting of:
• Standardized numerical identifier (SNI) (made up of the
10-digit NDC and serial number up to 20 characters);
• Lot number;
• Expiration date of the product
The 10-digit NDC contained in the barcode may be encoded
into a GS1 GTIN

Serial Number Randomization

None

Serial Number Reuse

Not specified

Human Readable Expiry Date
Format

Not specified
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Barcode Data Encoding

Product Code notes

Free Samples must be marked?
Stickering after manufacturing
allowed?

The barcode must be “…a standardized graphic…on a
machine-readable data carrier that conforms to the
standards developed by a widely recognized international
standards development organization…”
• According to FDA’s SNI guidance from 2010, SNI’s can be
generated using GS1 standards, or ICCBBA standards for
certain biological products. When using GS1 standards,
the NDC may be encoded within a GS1 GTIN structure for
the purpose of generating the barcode.
• The DSCSA “Product Identifier” includes the human
readable contents, which must reflect the data contents
of the barcode.
• See guidance from the Healthcare Distribution Alliance for
properly marking product and cases with the DSCSA
product identifier
No
Yes, as long as the product is still owned by the original
manufacturer

Homogeneous Cases
Barcode Symbology

Optional but same as unit-level if done;

Barcode Contents

Optional but same as unit-level if done

Homogeneous Cases Must be
Serialized?

Yes

Logistics Units
Logistics Units Must be Serialized?

No

Data Capture
Unit-to-Case Aggregation
Capture?

Prior to November 27, 2023, no. After that date, aggregation
may be necessary. The FDA will need to make the final
decision before about 2021. However, wholesale distributors
have strongly requested this data from their suppliers in 2019
to help them meet their Saleable Returns requirement (the
Verification Router Service is an alternative solution).

Data Exchange
Send Unit Data to Government Repository?

No

Send Unit Data to Third-Party Repository?

No

Send Unit Data to Trading Partner?

Transaction data must be
“provided”, which must include
the unit-level data, except the
serial number. Some
exceptions apply to wholesale
distributors who buy directly
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from the drug manufacturer,
repackager or exclusive
distributor of the manufacturer.
After November 27, 2023 the
serial number must be added
to the Transaction Information
provided to the buyer.
Send Aggregation Data to Government Repository?

No

Send Aggregation Data to Third-Party Repository?

No

Send Aggregation Data to Trading Partner?

Prior to November 27, 2023, no.
After that date, aggregation
may be necessary. The FDA will
need to make the final
decision before about 2021

Authentication
Who Offers Data Repository for Authentication?

N/A

Manufacturers Must Register Shipments in Repository?

N/A

Downstream Trading Partners Must Authenticate on Receipt?

No

Downstream Trading Partners Must Authenticate on Shipment?

No

Government Reporting
Manufacturer Activity Reported?

No

Downstream Trading Partner Activity Reported?

No

Challenges
• U.S. wholesale distributors have mandated the use of electronic means to transmit
the transaction data to them by manufacturers, as of January 1, 2015;
• U.S. wholesale distributors have mandated the use of Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) Advance Ship Notices (ASNs) for passing the required transaction data to them
by manufacturers, as of January 1, 2015 and through November 27, 2023;
• U.S. wholesale distributors have requested aggregation data (or just the list of serial
numbers included in their shipment) in GS1 EPCIS event format from manufacturers as
part of their shipments in early 2019 as one way to help them with their November
2019 saleable returns requirements. The HDA has overseen the development of a
Verification Router Service (VRS) that may be usable for solving the saleable returns
requirements without the need for a list of serial numbers with each shipment.
• The FDA must work with stakeholders and the public between 2017 and 2023 to
debate exactly how the EDDS will work after November 27, 2023, particularly with
regard to data exchange and access. At some point prior to that date, the FDA must
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publish final rules with the EDDS regulatory requirements. This will require all
companies to change their DSCSA solutions to meet those new requirements. In the
summer of 2017 (and again in 2019) the FDA announced a pilot program and a series
of three public meetings aimed at collecting ideas for the operation of the supply
chain in 2023. The last meeting in that series occurred on February 28, 2018. The pilot
program began in 2019 concluded in 2020.
• In March, 2018, FDA published new draft guidances on Definitions of Suspect Product
and Illegitimate Product for Verification Obligations Under the Drug Supply Chain
Security Act, and Standardization of Data and Documentation Practices for Product
Tracing.
• In May, 2018, FDA published draft guidance on waivers, exemptions and exceptions.
• On September 20, 2018, FDA published a draft guidance on Product Identifiers Under
the Drug Supply Chain Security Act - Questions and Answers, and a final guidances
on Grandfathering Policy for Packages and Homogenous Cases of Product Without
a Product Identifier, and Product Identifier Requirements Under the Drug Supply
Chain Security Act
• On October 25, 2018, FDA published draft guidance on Verification Systems Under
the Drug Supply Chain Security Act for Certain Prescription Drugs
• In 2019 the Pharmaceutical Distribution Security Alliance (PDSA) kicked off the
development of a new industry organization aimed at establishing interoperability of
systems aimed at meeting the 2023 requirements of the DSCSA. Known as the
Partnership for DSCSA Governance (PDG), the new organization began operating
independently in early 2020.
• In August 2020 the PDG announced that it had entered into a Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) agreement with the US FDA that will allow the FDA to fully
participate as a non-voting member in the activities of the PDG.

Disclaimer
This information is being provided ‘As Is’ with no claims of suitability for a particular
purpose. It represents just one possible interpretation of information available in the
public domain or through membership organizations, and that interpretation is subject
to change. This information does not constitute legal advice. Users must refer to the
source material for the complete requirements and form their own interpretation before
making business decisions.

About Systech
Systech provides digital product authentication and traceability solutions to combat
counterfeiting, prevent diversion and meet regulatory compliance. Built on decades of
experience as the leader in pharmaceutical serialization, our comprehensive brand
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protection suite delivers the real-time insight, actionable product data, digital
connectivity and consumer engagement functionality needed to fight supply chain
threats.
Global brands across industries rely on us to keep their products authentic, safe and
connected—from manufacturing to the consumer’s hands. Together we are
revolutionizing brand protection!

Regulatory Questions?
Contact us at info@systechone.com or visit us online here.
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